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Koerner Hall was nearly full on Friday, February 26, for a concert of impeccably played 19th-century chamber
music featuring the consummate musicianship of violinist Christian Tetzlaff, his sister Tanja Tetzlaff and pianist
Lars Vogt. Christian Tetzlaff’s musical intelligence and the secure pianism of Vogt anchored the trio for what
was very well-balanced ensemble playing. The communication between the three was palpable. (The Tetzlaff
siblings have been playing together since childhood.)
It was sophisticated music making, joyously conveyed and received in kind, a rare and memorable evening.
Schumann’s Piano trio No.2 in F Major Op.80 began with a colourful dialogue initiated by Christian Tetzlaff’s
solo pianissimo. An onrush of intense thematic development saw the trio playing as if they were one
instrument. The slow beauty of the second movement contained moments of awestruck wonder, with the
violinist devoutly maintaining a ppp dynamic without being overpowered by Vogt’s sensitive piano. As the
violin became transfixed by Schumann’s notes, the piano brimmed with life. The third movement epitomized
an ideal balance among the three musicians, close to perfection, before the piece came to a satisfying end
with the finale’s low-key charm.
Dvořák’s Piano Trio in E Minor Op.90 “Dumky” consists of six movements, each one built around the Slavonic
folk element dumka, each melody of which Dvořák transformed from melancholy to exuberance. In the first
movement of the Trio, the composer’s trademark dark cello line was initially coupled with the violin to form a
mournful tune. As the piece progressed, the music became richer, more textured, until a sense of
abandonment took over and all three players were consumed by the dance. The second movement began
with another soulful cello theme, this time supported by Vogt’s lovely piano before the invitation to the dance
was taken up enthusiastically by the entire trio. In the fourth movement, filagrees of dance and rhythm comingled in the Koerner Hall air, grounded in the keyboard. The wonderful spontaneity of the cello pizzicati
greeted a particularly sublime ending.
Youthful streams of emotion became rivers of maturity in the first movement of Brahms’ Piano Trio No.1 in B
Major Op.8. The light and jovial Scherzo was a cousin of the composer’s symphonic universe as its Beethovenlike theme thickened and grew. Beginning in the piano with a slow call to a hushed pair of strings in dialogue,
the Adagio’s melodic phrases were carved shards of beauty in the trio’s capable hands while the waltzlike Allegro concluded the very satisfying program.

